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Abstract

Context: Traditional technology transfer models rely on the assumption that innovations are created in academia, after which they
are transferred to industry using a sequential flow of activities. This model is outdated in contemporary software engineering
research that is done in close collaboration between academia and industry and in large consortia rather than on a one-on-one basis.
In the new setup, research can be viewed as continuous co-experimentation, where industry and academia closely collaborate and
iteratively and jointly discover problems and develop, test, and improve solutions.

Objective: The objective of the paper is to answer the following research questions: How can high-quality, ambitious software
engineering research in a collaborative setup be conducted quickly and on a large scale? How can real-time business feedback to
continuously improve candidate solutions be gained?

Method: The proposed model has been created, refined, and evaluated in two large, national Finnish software research programs.
For this paper, we conducted thematic interviews with representatives of four companies who participated in these programs.

Results: The fundamental change is in the mindset of the participants from technology push by academia to technology pull by
companies, resulting in co-creation. Furthermore, continuous cooperation between participants enables solutions to evolve in rapid
cycles and forms a scalable model of interaction between research institutes and companies.

Conclusions: The multifaceted nature of software engineering research calls for numerous approaches. In particular, when
working with human-related topics such as company culture, development methods or tool infrastructure, many discoveries result
from seamless collaboration between companies and research institutes.
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1. Introduction

Public-private partnership (PPP) research programs [1] re-
quire considerable up-front planning and promise for research
to be done. For instance, EU programs such as the Framework
Program 71 and its sequel, Horizon 20202, call for research pro-5
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posals that can be hundreds of pages long, with the goal of
describing the results of long-term collaborative research be-
tween academia and industry in detail. The time window of
these projects spans a number of years, with tens to hundreds
of millions of euros invested in each program.10

While such preplanned and predefined projects can be a good
match for certain kinds of research, software engineering re-
search that aims at new abstractions, concepts, methods, and
approaches that can be rapidly put into practice require a differ-
ent approach. In such research, a close collaborative relation-15

ship between academia and industry is required. In many ways,
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the context resembles the domain of software intensive prod-
ucts where agile [2] and lean [3] development are the norm and
responding to change over following the plan is embraced [4].
Still, research project proposals often require a Gantt chart to20

outline the complete project schedule — something that is often
a complete mismatch with reality when executing the project.

The same is true of the traditional models of technology
transfer [5]. Many such models assume a somewhat mechanis-
tic relationship between industry and research institutes, where25

tasks are mostly carried out in isolation rather than in collab-
oration [6]. Many problems require more frequent interaction,
however, even in one-to-one relationships, whereas multi-party
projects situations are more complex [7]. Furthermore, chances
are that when the research results are out, even if in the ex-30

act form that was prescribed, the needs and expectations have
changed so that the outcome might essentially be useless for in-
dustry. Setting aim at a moving target is obviously risky, and
therefore it is advisable to introduce both a risk management
plan and frequent check points to ensure that the results are35

truly in line with the expectations.
In a field such as software engineering, where change is con-

stant, a different, more rapid and collaborative approach for
research and technology transfer is needed [8]. In this setup,
models must be able to incorporate the close collaboration of40

numerous actors from both industry and academia. The situa-
tion is further complicated by the fact that in reality not only
one but several initiatives are run in parallel at varying stages
of maturity and business readiness. In fact, while some of the
activities can be run internally by a single company with no sup-45

port from research institutes or other companies, a consortium
can aim at more extensive results on a larger scale. Shneider-
man has pointed out in his recent keynote [9] that achieving
the best results in such setups requires both basic and applied
research. Furthermore, multi-disciplinary research combining50

technical and human aspects is often needed to solve problems
that emerge during the work [10].

In this paper, we propose a technology transfer model for
software research that aims to produce a continuous stream of
results that have a direct, preferably measurable business im-55

pact in companies that participate in the activities. Unlike the
technology transfer models of for example Pfleeger [11] and
Gorschek et al. [12], which only separate two parties (indus-
try and academia), the proposed model is geared towards large
consortia, consisting of numerous companies and research in-60

stitutes that share an interest in a common research topic. The
model has been developed in two consecutive research pro-
grams in Finland, Cloud Software (CS, 2010–2013) and Need
for Speed (N4S, 2014–2017). Numerous research institutes and
companies participated in both programs, with the total volume65

of over 800 person years and over 100 million euros (MEUR)
in budget. Both programs had ambitious goals geared towards
leveraging technology innovations to create new business and
opportunities for companies as well as top-of-the-line research.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,70

we discuss background and related work. In Section 3, we
present two case projects in which a new form of collaboration
was tried and improved. In addition, we present results from

company interviews regarding their observed results of using
the new way of collaborating. In Section 4, we propose a new75

model for collaboration, extracted from the case projects and
interviews. In Section 5, we present an extended discussion re-
garding the results and observations and address the validity of
the research. In Section 6 we draw some final conclusions.

2. Background and Related Work80

Technology transfer, or the process in which scientific find-
ings, discoveries, and results are transferred from a research in-
stitute to a company where they are adapted to business needs,
requires numerous activities. Even if various other sources have
probably had an effect on the results [13], the linear technology85

transfer model originally proposed by Bush [14] takes place
in four steps — basic research, applied research, development,
production, and operation.

Obviously very generic in nature, the model is applicable to
almost any field of research, particularly technology. As the90

model only looks at the maturity of technology, it is agnostic to
the number of actors; however there is no elaboration regard-
ing how collaboration over the different phases should happen.
The same is true for the so-called reversed linear model [15],
where the same steps as in the linear model are used, but the95

motivation is based on industry pull and needs — in this case
those of Bell Labs and ATT [15]. Similar to the linear model,
the model of collaboration in the reverse linear model is largely
undefined.

When considering these coarse-grained steps, technology100

must often be experimented with in various ways during the
process, for instance, first in cooperation with academia and
then internally by the company in pilot projects. Eventually,
the technology becomes business as usual, although more direct
adoption is also possible. In addition to things that are directly105

associated with the technology in question, there are various
other steps that do not focus on the technology itself, such as
protecting technologies via patents and copyrights and estab-
lishing development and commercialization strategies such as
marketing and licensing to existing private sector companies or110

creating new startup companies based on the technology. In
general, Mansfield’s [16, 17] research papers on academic re-
search and industrial innovation are early contributions to the
large body of literature on the economic benefits of university
research. A landmark of collaboration and technology transfer115

from academia to industry is the Bayh–Dole Act of 1980, which
permits a university, small business, or non-profit institution to
elect to pursue ownership of an invention in preference to the
government [18]. The Bayh–Dole Act is generic and applies to
almost any field of research [19].120

When placing the focus on different domains of research,
special considerations have been raised. In the field of soft-
ware technologies in general, to the best of our knowledge the
earliest proposed model is that of Redwine and Riddle [20],
which describes how software technologies generally mature.125

The work is based on case studies in the 196s and 1970s, and
therefore the baseline resembles earlier work, proposing six
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Figure 1: Technology transfer model proposed by Pfleeger [11]

steps that take technology from research towards populariza-
tion and large-scale use. A similar, although slightly simpler
transition process is proposed by Zelkowitz [21] in the context130

of NASA software engineering research, and work on process
improvement in particular can be regarded as an early form of
technology transfer for software engineering practices [22, 23].
Still, despite the models, many of the key software engineer-
ing research results, such as work of Parnas et al. [24, 25]135

on modularity, are more directly associated with industry needs
and practices rather than academic results stemming from basic
research.

A prominent technology transfer model for software engi-
neering research in particular is that proposed by Pfleeger [11],140

although it is also applicable in the field of software technolo-
gies as well. The model proposes a five-step process (Figure 1).
In the process, each step is associated with activities and well-
defined input and output. This makes the process easy to under-
stand and follow, given that all the information is available. The145

steps are somewhat similar to those in earlier models, where
maturity increases on the way from basic research to commer-
cial, everyday use. Furthermore, like the earlier model, the mo-
tivation for the transfer seems to be a technology push from
research, which companies adopt as a part of the process.150

Another software engineering-specific approach to technol-
ogy transfer has been proposed by Gorschek et al. [12]. Con-
sisting of seven steps (Figure 2), this model is more collabo-
rative than Pfleeger’s, as the roles company and academic re-
search play are identified, calling for explicit cooperation and155

interaction over different phases. In comparison to other mod-
els, the fundamental difference of Gorschek et al.’s model is that
it acknowledges industry pull as an important characteristic of
a technology transfer model for software. In fact, the model in-

cludes a spirit of technology diffusion, where there is room for160

different roles for companies and for academic research, thus
including elements of both technology push and industry pull.

In general, the above models are somewhat mechanistic in
the sense that they assume static needs and require following
a rather sequential approach with only limited iteration where165

the transfer is between two parties that are intimately involved
in the process. Examples include subcontracted research and
cases where the goal is to create completely new technologies.
Furthermore, based on a 2002 paper by Kaindl et al. [26], it
seems that in general both academia and industry could im-170

prove their interaction to promote and put new research results
in the field of requirements engineering into practice. In fact,
as pointed out by Basili et al. [27], successful technology trans-
fer in the field of software engineering calls for champions, or
humans that are committed to embrace and preach the new tech-175

nology, although a number of success factors can be identified
[28]. Still, as proposed by Beecham et al. [29, 30], the value
and relevance of such collaboration should only be judged by
the results and outcomes.

In contrast to models that assume a somewhat static environ-180

ment, introducing new technologies, methods, and tools has be-
come a daily business in software intensive businesses. Things
happen seemingly without any scientific evidence, and in a
way that completely overlooks the proposed technology trans-
fer models. For instance, in the field of web programming, the185

fashionable JavaScript libraries change rapidly [31], and fol-
lowing the latest trends in leveraging cloud computing oppor-
tunities [32] calls for constant screening of available options.
The same goes for engineering practices that are under con-
stant improvement, following Agile [2], Lean [33], and, more190

recently, Continuous * [34] and DevOps [35] ideals. Further-
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Figure 2: Technology transfer model of proposed by Gorschek et al. [12]

more, instead of two stakeholders, many publicly funded re-
search projects include several companies and research institu-
tions, which all have their individual interests in participating
in research.195

Such projects act as catalysts for an on-going change where
transactions are increasingly being replaced by partnerships
in the field of research. Supported by industry-university-
government relationships [36], or the so-called Triple Helix as
discussed by Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff [37] and Gustafsson200

and Jarvenpaa [38], this form of networked research is creating
entirely new opportunities for collaboration compared to tradi-
tional two-party models [39].

In a setup where a large consortium consisting of research
institutes and companies is working for the same goals, numer-205

ous technology transfer initiatives are continuously and simul-
taneously conducted in parallel. Because the above models are
either single or two-party activities, managing many such ac-
tivities in parallel is difficult for both industry and the academic
side, especially when the number of participants per activity in-210

creases. Therefore, setups in which academia and industry con-
stantly interact in partnerships calls for a different approach for
technology transfer than those proposed for more transactional,
collaborative cases. Because this type of an approach has sev-
eral characteristics of action research [40] (research is initiated215

to solve an immediate problem or to improve the way issues
are addressed and problems solved) it is only natural that it is
well-suited for producing data for empirical software engineer-
ing research [41]. While one can argue that this is a reflection
of the difference between applied and basic research — the so-220

called Pasteur’s quadrant where, in contrast to pure applied or
basic research, the work is called use-inspired [6] — it has been
pointed out that such distinction is highly artificial and arbitrary
[42]. Rather than going for such distinction, one can consider
factors such as technology transfer readiness levels [43] to de-225

termine if and when to adopt new technology.

3. Technology Transfer 2.0: Continuous Software Engi-
neering Research

In this section, we introduce an approach for industry-
academia research collaboration that produces results in a con-230

tinuous, agile fashion, previously briefly reported in [44].

3.1. Motivation

The motivation for the new approach stemmed from the
observation that many software engineering problems are
wicked[45, 46], where the problem and the context in which the235

problem arises change as the problem is being partially solved.
Therefore, it is not possible to define and solve problems in iso-
lation, as the company context is intimately connected to the
problem. In fact, the problem may not even surface outside
the particular company context. This makes progress similar to240

process improvement; changes can be made only iteratively, as
their adaptation is recreating the context in which new improve-
ments must fit.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that software
engineering problems emerge in contexts that are already popu-245

lated with tasks awaiting attention. Consequently, there is very
little room for extra activities, such as new ideas or improve-
ments in the company pipeline. From the company perspective,
many research activities qualify as such, making it easier not to
adopt new ideas even if research suggests that doing so would250

be helpful in the long run [26].
To introduce surviving solutions and improvements in the

company context, there must be industry pull — in other words,
the company must be ready and willing to experiment with and
adopt new ideas and techniques.255

3.2. Goals for Project Setup

Agile/continuous empirical research with a long-term per-
spective. As proposed by Shneiderman [9], several approaches
to research are needed in the field of software engineering.
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Adopting the lean and agile mindset, the key goal for our re-260

search setup was to ensure a constant source for industry prob-
lems available for academic research and a constant stream of
potential solutions available for companies. The motivation was
to enable rapid validation and instant experimentation for both
parties, with minimal overhead in terms of cooperation.265

Collaboration at scale. To enable a constant flow of prob-
lems and candidate solutions between companies and research
institutes, two types of scaling must be achieved. First, one
company must be able to obtain results from various research
parties. Second, one research institute must be able to pro-270

vide the same results to several companies. In both cases, it is
desirable that only the bandwidth invested by the party would
be the limiting factor in collaboration and not the process that
would define alternating roles along the way. Furthermore, the
mindset would be such that academics are a joint research team275

instead of being competitors. Allowing academics to cooper-
ate on joint problems can also be a fruitful source of cross-
pollination of intermediate results.

Strong business and academic impact. The third essential
goal of the programs was to really go after things that would280

have a strong business impact but without risking long-term
academic research. A part of this impact would of course be de-
fined by the long-term perspective that was already mentioned.
But to also attract SMEs and other small organizations in the
program, it is essential to provide immediate impact – during285

the program that is – whenever possible. In addition, strong aca-
demic results were deemed a necessity to maintain researchers
interest in participating in the programs. At the same time, all
the research efforts were to have a direct link to company prob-
lems, as exposed by their representatives. Furthermore, priori-290

ties in terms of the different needs were set by companies.
Vision driven long-term goals. Any visionary endeavor re-

quires a strong vision, and research programs are no exception.
A joint vision that all the parties commit to is therefore a pre-
requisite for initiating any ground-breaking research initiative,295

and all parties must have something to gain. Furthermore, the
vision must justify a long enough program to build trust over
long-term collaboration, as otherwise in-depth research and de-
velopment simply cannot be realized.

Business case driven short-term goals. To serve the short-300

term interests of companies, the implementation of the vision is
decomposed into smaller units called business cases. Business
cases – the name reflects the fact that originally it was assumed
that all business cases would be measurable and quantifiable in
terms of investment and output, which turned out to be impos-305

sible – are the daily manifestation of research work, and exe-
cuting them both introduces new results and incorporates them
in the companies businesses. The size and the complexity of a
business case can vary, but it is essential that all business cases
have more than one organization involved.310

Self-organizing research activities. It was almost immedi-
ately recognized that the content of business cases could vary
considerably. To enable versatile activities in business cases,
which can introduce unique needs, we decided that the size and
the length of a business case should be defined by the partic-315

ipants of the case in question. The same goes for the number

of partners involved in the activity. This setup created flexible
modes of participation by the companies; sometimes a company
would act as a driver and at other times some of the research in-
stitutes could be driving the business case. The only restrictions320

for a business case were that there should always be more than
one participant and that no business case is populated by only
research institutions.

Time-boxed, enforced interaction. As acknowledged by ag-
ile development approaches, interaction is one of the strongest325

means to communicate results. Consequently, to keep a large
consortium in sync, time-boxed checkpoints are needed. These
checkpoints require the participation of all parties so that many
different ways of interaction can be enabled.

3.3. Case Projects and Their Organization330

The goals outlined above have been experimented with, re-
fined, and evaluated in two national Finnish software research
programs. In the following, we first introduce the case projects
and then focus on their organization.

3.3.1. Case Projects335

We experimented with these ideas in two large-scale Finnish
research initiatives: Cloud Software [47] (CS, 2010-2013) and
Need for Speed [48] (N4S, 2014-2017). The initiatives were
jointly funded by the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology
and Innovation (Tekes) and the participating organizations, in-340

cluding both companies and research organizations. Therefore,
the projects relied on PPPs, following the Triple Helix approach
[38], where the industry, research institutes, and funding agen-
cies act in a collaborative fashion. Numerous research institutes
and companies, including both large enterprises and SMEs,345

have participated in both programs, with a total volume of over
800 person years in effort and over 100 MEUR in budget. While
there are several different ways to form such alliances, flexible
funding models that support collaborative research are an im-
portant enabler for this type of approach. In the end, they en-350

able the collaborative setup, optimally drive the formation of
critical mass, and help create established baselines for aspects
such as intellectual property rights, consortium agreements, and
extending research to commercial collaboration.

Both of the above programs had ambitious goals, geared to-355

wards leveraging technology innovations to create new business
and business opportunities for companies. The programs and
their goals are briefly introduced in the following.

Cloud Software. The goal of the Cloud Software program
was to adopt cloud computing [49, 32] and associated technolo-360

gies [50] as a paradigm in Finnish software-intensive compa-
nies. The program approach was multifaceted including cloud
business, cloud technologies and lean and agile software en-
terprise as major building blocks for the cloud transformation,
supported by integrated security and superior user experience.365

Need for Speed. The N4S program was built around three
main themes for the software intensive industry [51]: 1) a
paradigm change from product business to delivering value
in real-time; 2) deep customer insight to improve the hit-rate
of businesses; and 3) mercury-like rapid business experiments370
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[51] that are aimed to help organizations discover new business
opportunities. As concrete technologies, these call for a sophis-
ticated delivery pipeline for deploying applications [52], whose
introduction to numerous companies was one of the core tech-
nical aims of the project.375

3.3.2. Program Organization
Both programs started by defining the research goals in a

Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA), a vision
document that serves as a roadmap for the research work car-
ried out within the scope of the programs (as an example, the380

reader is referred to [53]). For practical purposes, the SRIA de-
fines joint targets for all the participating organizations. There-
fore, based on the SRIA, the programs introduced a continu-
ous planning model that was based on business cases, research
sprints, quarterly reviews (Q-reviews), and yearly planning cy-385

cles. These are addressed in more detail in the following.
Business cases. Day-to-day research is organized in terms

of business cases or strategic research items that fall under the
umbrella of the SRIA. Business cases, or strategically impor-
tant research topics for one or more companies, were defined by390

industrial partners and were supposed to introduce business im-
pact that is critical for future success, with elements of both re-
search and business experimentation included in each business
case. Business cases are all shared, with a company leading
the effort. To foster cooperation, business cases were decom-395

posed into research themes to foster cooperation so that one
theme would serve several business cases. Themes had their
own pace, with no requirement for synchronization with other
business cases or themes. However, for each theme, there was a
shared checkpoint every three months called a quarterly review.400

Correspondingly, each period of three months was referred to
as a research sprint.

Research sprints. At the beginning of the research sprint,
the research team, with members from each participating orga-
nization of a business case, defines a set of realistic tasks and405

outcomes over the next three months. For each on-going busi-
ness case, it is also possible to fine-tune the focus based on
industry priorities, resource constraints, and research capacity.
This self-organized way of working rather than project steer-
ing based on plans ensures that each party can focus on activi-410

ties that are most essential for them. The outcomes of research
sprints vary depending on the business cases they address and
the phase of the research. The results may include, for example,
design plans, method descriptions, case studies, research arti-
cles, technical demonstrations, or business experiments. These415

artifacts are stored on the programs intranet, the main storage
as well as access and sharing point for the programs research
assets. These assets are classified into software offerings (e.g.,
IPR, patents, and copyrights), other intellectual property (e.g.,
product concepts, business models), internal/operational (e.g.,420

new tools, processes, and techniques), and external/relationship
(e.g., business relationships, networks, and ecosystems devel-
oped). At the end of each sprint, teams present the highlights
of their work in a quarterly review meeting.

Quarterly reviews. The enforced, time-boxed synchroniza-425

tion points of the programs, called Q-reviews, played a major

role in fostering cooperation, planning the research sprints, and
sharing the results. A key motivation behind the Q-reviews
was to ensure transparency to attain the best possible impact.
Each Q-review consisted of themed workshops, training events,430

presentations, strategy discussions, and planning sessions. The
value of the continuous planning process was extremely visible
in the programs Q-review meetings when key results are pre-
sented and demonstrated at the so-called Demo Bazaar where
the newest results are demonstrated to the whole program.435

Furthermore, transparency introduced by Q-reviews enabled
sharing information and results and facilitated new innovation,
sometimes even beyond existing plans. Each Q-review con-
cluded with a retrospective session to collectively reflect and
learn what went well and what could be improved in the next440

Q-review meeting
Yearly planning. The PPP model that was assumed in the

programs received its funding decisions on a yearly basis. This
meant that for every year, new (or revised) plans were made,
building on business cases. In addition, results were reported445

to the funding agency to demonstrate the advancements in the
project. Therefore, in analogy to software development, sprints
can be regarded as the mechanism for keeping the actual work
ongoing, and yearly reporting and planning corresponds to soft-
ware releases.450

Program management. The programs employed the concept
of a leadership troika to manage the big undertakings effec-
tively. The Focus Area Director (FAD) is responsible for the
program execution, the Academic Coordinator (ACO) commis-
sions research activities, and the Program Coordinator (PCO)455

coordinates the programs operational work. In addition, the
program has a steering group consisting of major industrial
partners and an extended steering group that includes academic
partners. In addition to the leadership troika, communities of
practice [54] (CoP), with a nominated leader/coordinator pair460

from industry and academia, were formed around the topics that
generated the most interest. This way, research results and on-
going activities were easier to follow in a more focused fashion.
In addition, CoP leaders had some reporting duties to the lead-
ership team.465

3.4. Industry Experiences
To study how the companies viewed the research programs

and how they felt technology transfer was organized, we con-
ducted a semi-structured interview at four participating com-
panies. The focus of the interview was on the execution in one470

business case only, putting the emphasis on interactions and co-
operation with research institutes. The interview questions are
shown in Appendix A. The interviewees were selected based
upon having played a key role in the respective company dur-
ing the execution of the above programs. The model proposed475

by Gorschek et al. [12] was used as the baseline model in the in-
terviews, but it was shown to the interviewees only towards the
end of the interview to reflect their findings vis-á-vis the model.
All the interviews lasted 60–90 minutes and were recorded for
analysis. For the purposes of this paper, we present the results480

in the form of narratives, each of which has been checked by
the corresponding interviewee.
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3.4.1. Company A: ”Towards Continuous Experimentation”
Company context. Company A is a large multinational

business-to-business organization that provides embedded sys-485

tems to corporate customers. The company has over 100,000
employees globally and has adopted agile and lean software de-
velopment in several of its development units in different parts
of the world. The case described below was done in one devel-
opment organization within the company with about 200 em-490

ployees.
The company had a new service-based product intended for

emerging markets. The product was recently acquired from an-
other company, and there was a need to quickly elicit and test
customer needs and grow both the organization and the features495

aggressively to pursue a hot, growing market.
Research needs and execution. The organization had to

scale up both the development organization and find an efficient
way of quickly understanding customer needs and wants in an
emerging market for which the elicitation of requirements was500

very difficult. Therefore, a trial-and-error mentality had to be
adopted.

The company aimed at introducing a culture of direct cus-
tomer contacts and continuous experimentation to get the devel-
opment organization close to the customers and to rapidly im-505

plement and test new features to support sales and to iteratively
understand the real market needs. The steps that were taken
are 1) workshops and discussions with researchers on contin-
uous experimentation; 2) pilot experiments with customers;
and eventually 3) a continuous experimentation culture imple-510

mented for several teams in the organization.
Technology transfer reflections. The company considered

the work with continuous experimentation an important suc-
cess. The experience both helped the organization break its old
ways with a big distance between development and customers515

and provided direct business benefits through the application
of continuous experimentation that helped drive the product in
the right direction. The company saw clear benefits in the pro-
gram structure from the point of view of collaboration with both
academic partners and other companies. With respect to other520

companies, the program provided a natural place to benchmark
and share experiences in trying out new methodologies. The
academic partners brought an outsiders viewpoint and experi-
ences from several companies, providing value both as spar-
ring partners and as sources of knowledge. Collaboration with525

academics provided the additional benefit that, due to a well-
working non-disclosure agreement (NDA) structure in the pro-
gram, they could also be at least partly involved in business-
critical activities that for natural reasons could not be shared
with other companies.530

According to the company, the traditional way of technol-
ogy transfer would not have been an option here, as the ways
of working had to be defined and improved on the fly, that is,
during implementation. Key to the success was the close col-
laboration with the academic partner and the rapid improve-535

ment loops within the company. Therefore, a sequential model
would neither support the industry need for rapid development
of the new ways of working based on immediate feedback nor

help the researchers gain a deep understanding of the solution
in context.540

Summary and concluding remarks. The company informant
commented that the way of working in Cloud Software and the
N4S program was a huge improvement from traditional, long
research projects in which results are not seen until late in the
project. However, the programs would have benefited from545

even more tight CoP around very specific problems.

3.4.2. Company B: ”Introducing DevOps”
Company context. Company B was a Finnish cyber-security

company that operates globally. It has over 1000 employees.
The company provides software-based security solutions to its550

customers. The company has a long history of using agile
and lean software development methods. It has implemented
company-wide transformation to using agile and lean practices.

The business case for Company B was related to introduc-
ing DevOps as a company-wide program. The idea of DevOps555

emerged from the agile culture and test automation. There was
interest in increasing the automation of deployment and saving
effort for real customer oriented work.

Research needs and execution. Despite impressive results in
agile and lean transformations, there was the problem of not560

being able to devote enough time to creating customer value
and solving customer problems. The cycle times were much
faster than with traditional methods but still not fast enough for
the customers and the dynamic market.

The company aimed at a considerable reduction in deploy-565

ment time. Time and effort from development to operation was
planned to be reduced. The plan was to deploy DevOps widely
in the company.

The research was started with an investigation of the Dev-
Ops phenomenon by an academic partner. This was done in570

collaboration with the company and other partners in the N4S
consortium. Candidate solutions were directly put into use in
the real industrial environment. Technological solutions were
experimented with in several teams without static or dynamic
validation. New solutions were continuously put into use. Each575

team had the authority to implement DevOps in their own way.
The case was not a traditional technology development

project. The aims were similar to those of traditional software
process improvement projects. The whole cycle of introducing
new practices was run in rapid continuous cycles. Every three580

months, the company participated in the N4S Q-reviews. The
meetings provided an opportunity to interact with researchers
and other N4S companies that were also introducing DevOps.

Technology transfer reflections. DevOps involves a thorough
cultural change. Development and operations are traditionally585

different organizations and are associated with different orga-
nizational cultures. A DevOps transformation includes many
technical aspects, but cultural issues – especially across two
different organizations – are a major challenge. The nature
of the transformation would be a challenge for the traditional590

technology transfer model because piloting cultural changes in
academia or small pilots would be close to impossible. Rapid
cycles and feedback from real industrial environments is cru-
cially important.
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The results of introducing DevOps were excellent. If a de-595

ployment time was previously months, it now became weeks. If
deployment time was weeks, it now became days or even hours.
This means not only savings but also the ability to put more ef-
fort into creating customer value and being able to quickly take
advantage of market opportunities. Business decisions are no600

longer dependent on development and deployment delays. De-
cisions can be made much faster.

When asked about the traditional technology transfer model,
the interviewee asked a counter question: What if the time in-
terval between step 1 and step 7 (of the Gorschek model) would605

be a maximum two weeks? It was clear that a sequential flow
in the technology transfer creates challenges for time to mar-
ket unless driven by weak signals, thus calling for predictive,
uncertain scenarios in the early phases of research. Ideally,
they would like research to provide candidate solutions and they610

would simply pick the best solutions and deploy them directly
in industry environments with very fast cycles.

Summary and concluding remarks. Overall, the company
was very satisfied with the way of working in N4S, and its per-
sonnel participated very actively in the N4S quarterly meetings.615

The investment of two days for a consortium meeting every
three months was seen as profitable. The benefits of collab-
orating and interacting with researchers and other companies
were seen as very advantageous not only during the project but
potentially reaching far into the future.620

3.4.3. Company C: ”Introducing Evidence-Based Release
Planning”

Company context. Company C is a Finnish SME (around 200
employees) that operates globally. The main product is a web
development framework that is available under an open source625

license. The main sources of revenue include direct customer
projects built on top of the framework and providing support to
the most important customers.

The company has access to a vast amount of data. Data
sources include traditional market research, developer and cus-630

tomer feedback, open source community activity, and more in-
depth technical data such as framework API usage data from
existing installations. However, this vast amount of data meant
that it was overkill to start planning a new release relying purely
on facts, and therefore decisions were to a large extent educated635

guesses of senior management
Research needs and execution. Fundamentally, the company

was suffering from two problems: 1) decision making did not
really consider the data, making the role of marketing and sales
challenging as the company was not really reacting to market640

needs; and 2) decisions were too coarse and far-reaching, mak-
ing releases large, complex and slow to implement.

The companys goal was to create and improve ways of uti-
lizing data coming from various sources in company level de-
cision making and to leverage that to create smaller and faster645

releases. These releases would then be targeted more clearly to
certain use cases or customer demand. Furthermore, feedback
would be received more quickly, thus validating the needs of
the customers. The following steps were taken to this end:

1. Identify data sources (including also feasibility studies and650

experiments done in cooperation with academic partners)
2. Design and implementation of new data collection systems

(including in particular a mechanism to collect data asso-
ciated with API calls, done in cooperation with academic
partners); all data now goes to the same data base.655

3. Setting up analysis processes, and defining analysis meth-
ods (partially in cooperation with academic partners)

4. Analysis of the results
5. Creating backlog items to steer product development,

based on the outcome of the analysis.660

These were run several times during the program, with each
step introducing new data, new experiments considering some
special needs such as UX or security, and adding new analysis
methods. In particular, the goal was to make the process more
systematic by adding automated steps, which has fostered new665

research cooperation with research institutes.
Technology transfer reflections. A key element in the pro-

gram was the strong cooperation between the company and the
research institutes. It was mentioned that the ability of research
institutes to envision and propose the benefits of the results was670

vastly appreciated by the company when it was presenting its
business case and related problems. Moreover, the company
acknowledged that this requires that the researchers are deeply
involved in everyday issues in software development and not
only act as specialists in a certain field.675

Another important element was the time frame. It was ex-
plicitly pointed out that it would have been impossible to com-
mit to a research project that would deliver results only after a
year, for instance. Instead, results – which need to address the
most important everyday needs – were expected every quarter,680

as scheduled by the master frame of the program.
The master frame was considered essential for other reasons,

particularly as it kept fostering possibilities for further coop-
eration. For the company in question, there were even more
opportunities to follow and grasp than the company was able to685

absorb. For instance, topics related to continuous delivery were
considered, but in the end there was not enough bandwidth to
follow that track as well. The same goes for tracks that promise
results but fail to be urgent in the companys present situation
and scope. However, the company proposed that a magazine690

summarizing the most important research opportunities and the
preliminary results on a layman level be produced for the con-
sortia participating in the program. The company pointed out
that in their view, they were only executing steps 1, 6, and 7
of the Gorschek model. In other words, all the validation took695

place in production. If something was not suitable, it was elimi-
nated from production when this was observed, and, in contrast,
if something was deemed useful, it was left integrated in the
product process. Clearly, academic partners and research in-
stitutes were executing tasks such as candidate technology cre-700

ation, but in accordance with the company experiences, this had
been done in the background so that candidate solutions were
readily proposed by researchers when needed.

In general, the company claimed that this approach – going
directly to production – is actually necessary to maintain com-705
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pany interest and momentum. Something that would be only
framed for research needs was not seen as practical, as this
would not have been given enough priority by the company.

Summary and concluding remarks. In general, the company
found the model of collaboration well-suited to their needs, and710

instantly stated that they would be ready to collaborate with
other companies and research institutes in a similar setup. In
addition, the employees of the company were inspired to partic-
ipate in the academic line of research. To this end, the company
was involved in numerous publications during the program, and715

some of the publications include company personnel as authors.
In addition, at least one doctoral defense is to be finalized by the
company personnel.

3.4.4. Company D: ”Towards Agile Data Warehousing”
Company context. Company D was a mid-sized Finnish soft-720

ware company with some 600 employees at the time of the in-
terview. The company’s core competence is delivering projects
as a service, where each project has unique characteristics. At
present, there are close to 200 active projects, most of which
are tailor made, relating to custom software systems. Approxi-725

mately half the company’s revenue comes from the public sec-
tor, which has very specific needs regarding laws and structures
unique to Finland. Such projects have only one customer or-
ganization, while they may and in many cases do have a large
number of end users. The size of the projects varies remarkably,730

ranging from two to hundreds of man months per project.
One particular kind of service the company offers its cus-

tomers is solutions to help utilize data in their business deci-
sions. Such data warehouse projects are very labor-intensive,
and there was a need to improve the methods, tools, and pro-735

cesses, for example, by automating tasks
Research needs and execution. The data warehouse solution

projects previously required several manual tasks with different
tools to be carried out, for example, to create a metamodel for
the data warehouse. It was decided to seek a way to increase740

the degree of automation in these projects. In addition, good
practices and tools to manage project resources, such as version
control tools, needed to be put into more active and systematic
use. The goal was to increase the productivity of the data ware-
house and analytics projects with the aim of gaining at least a745

six-fold increase in the speed of development.
The research problem was framed as a concrete business case

and a decision to develop a robust and well-thought out solu-
tion. At this stage, no targeted survey on academic literature
was conducted, although the systematic literature surveys on750

related topics conducted in the N4S program provided a good
understanding. One of the main benefits of these surveys was
understanding that no real solutions actually existed and what
was being envisioned would actually be state-of-the-practice. A
number of candidate solutions were created iteratively in mul-755

tiple real client projects. The academic partners took part in
the real projects with a scientific viewpoint. The solutions were
put directly into use by the clients. The clients saw the value
in contributing to the research by offering researchers access to
their case and data, even if it was not directly beneficial to the760

project itself.

Technology transfer reflections. The initial problem origi-
nated from industry. The creation of solution candidates was
mainly done in industry, partly based on academic literature,
and their validation was conducted in industry in collaboration765

with the academic partners. The clear difference was that the
solutions did not originate from academia and nor was the vali-
dation primarily conducted there. Instead, the validation of the
feasibility of the solutions came directly from applying the so-
lutions in real client projects. Furthermore, the work was much770

more iterative around phases 1, 3, 6, and 7, with the distinction
that phase 3 was more clearly on the industrial side that what is
depicted in the figure.

Some challenges experienced related to some initiatives from
the academic partners, such as requests for data collection, that775

were acted upon in the case but were never actually used for
research. In the beginning of the program, the research collab-
oration was considered by some merely as a cost, and it was
difficult to fit any activities into the already full calendars of the
company employees. However, as the work progressed, these780

concerns were mitigated. Actually, the major lesson from the
N4S program was to include stricter rules for the companies to
participate in the quarterly meetings with a minimum number of
participants, such as five. This would have helped to take even
better advantage of the collaboration, as in hindsight it seemed785

some opportunities were missed. There could have been more
internal marketing of the collaboration opportunities, for exam-
ple, selling the internal ideas in the meetings to the academic
partners and communicating the forms of academic collabora-
tion to the companies.790

The business results from the program were considered ex-
tremely valuable. The case company would have started part of
the development regardless of the program, but the research col-
laboration contributed positively to the way the activities were
viewed within the company and gave an ideology that enhanced795

the motivation, as the research attitude appealed to certain indi-
viduals, thus motivating them to work on the topic and even to
join the company.

The company was able to contribute to more than 10 scien-
tific publications, and one doctoral thesis was completed by an800

employee of the company during the program. Further, at least
two more employees have started or are considering a doctoral
thesis.

Summary and concluding remarks. In all, the model for the
N4S program was considered very good, and the program was805

large enough, having the needed critical mass. As a suggestion
for improvement, a more direct benchmarking with the com-
petitors taking part in the program would have been beneficial.
Academic partners could act as anonymizers in such a compar-
ison. In addition, there could even be a friendly competition for810

the companies in terms of the academic results, such as publi-
cations, that would stem from their case.

4. Proposed Model

Based on the company interviews, it seems that many of the
elements of the technology transfer models are present in the re-815

search approach used in the case projects, but they are executed
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in a parallel and collaborative manner (see Table 2 for direct
comparison to the closest models of technology transfer). The
consensus was that the companies were only executing steps 1,
6 and 7 of the Gorschek model (Figure 2). However, when there820

are numerous actors involved, it is possible that some phases are
not paid attention to in some of the organizations. For instance,
it is only natural that a company might completely overlook
technology review done for another company but is ready and
willing to monetize the results. In addition, some of the issues825

in the industry may emerge when academic research obtains
new results. Finally, even if mainstream operations are not in-
volved in technology transfer as such, the programs have served
as important door-openers for academics to peek into the true
internal side of a company, enabling the study of mainstream830

operations and possibly the identification of other issues that in
turn might motivate further collaboration.

Based on experiences while working on the project and on
the interviews discussed above, we have incorporated the views
into the technology transfer model presented in Figure 3, with835

the company cases discussed above presented in the light of the
model in Table 1. At the core of the model are research themes,
which were obtained by refining business cases to an actionable
level of detail. Research activities were then formed around
the different teams, enabling each party to collaborate on the840

research themes with numerous other organizations. While at
times the roles of individual contributors were mixed – it was
not uncommon that a researcher participated in company op-
erations directly or that a company engineer acted as the lead
author of a research article – at the principal level the organiza-845

tions had different roles in the process. These are addressed in
the following.

Companies. Upon expressing interest in business cases, com-
panies are open to obtaining candidate solutions from research850

institutes and from other companies working on the same re-
search theme. They then test and experiment with new tools,
methods, and techniques in their own context, thus producing
data and experiences that are representative of their particular
context. This output is made available to other companies and855

research institutes, enabling peer-level collaboration between
companies.

Research institutes. The role of research institutes is to feed
companies with new solutions and ideas, some of which orig-
inate from the academic literature, experimental research, and860

collaboration with other companies. This input is then turned
into experiences and feedback by companies, who evaluate it
in different ways. Research institutes may also participate in
hands-on industry-specific operations, if that helps in the eval-
uation. For instance, new kinds of tools might require expert865

assistance to evaluate or be available only as pre-versions that
cannot be directly embedded in company operations. The feed-
back and experiences from various companies enables research
institutes to summarize and generalize the results.

Funding, facilitation, and steering. While companies and re-870

search institutes collaborate on a daily basis, certain actions are

needed to coordinate the work. In our case, this coordination
included satisfying the requirements of the funders, enforcing
quarterly physical interactions, prioritizing the different busi-
ness cases over time, and changing the direction of the work if875

deemed necessary. However, these activities should not over-
look peer-level issues, and therefore the decisions should not
be dictated but made in consensus among the program partici-
pants.

880

5. Discussion

As for practical use, the model of collaborative research pro-
posed in this paper has so far resulted in breakthroughs in a
number of participating companies. The companies themselves
have reported 2–5 times more frequent releases and consider-885

able savings. Unfortunately, due to the restructuring of the
Finnish ICT innovation system that took place in the summer
of 2015, some of the enablers of this model were disabled, par-
ticularly in terms of funding, which was in part cut due to the
economic situation and partly because funds were directed dif-890

ferently to support particular startup companies rather than es-
tablished enterprises. Consequently, the direction that collab-
orative research has been heading towards is smaller consortia
that still work in accordance to the baseline set in joint projects
described in this paper. However, larger consortia that could895

take the model to the EU scale have not been easy to form, as
in general such projects require considerable up-front planning
rather than self-organization and continuous deployment of re-
sults in practice.

5.1. Lessons Learned and Detailed Observations900

Software research with continuous, direct business impact is
reachable. Despite initial claims against the model, such as
we cannot conduct systematic, reliable research within three
months, the research sprint approach has facilitated the division
of the work effort and has resulted in smaller, more manage-905

able portions without compromising systematic and validated
research methods. Furthermore, based on the authors subjec-
tive view, the rate of adoption of results in industry has in our
experience been much more rapid than in the previous models
of collaboration between academia and industry, although this910

is difficult to measure precisely. The same phenomenon is also
visible in the results of the industry interviews reported in this
paper.

Scaling is natural and built-in. In our setup, numerous re-
search institutes worked with one company to satisfy their dif-915

ferent business cases, and a single research institute can work
with numerous companies if their business cases are similar.
This amplifies learning among companies, as results from dif-
ferent setups are made available. Furthermore, research insti-
tutes can experiment with their technology and obtain empiri-920

cal results from several companies. This also supports the rele-
vance of the research.

Fast pace of interaction is preferred. A trend in the inter-
views was that at the beginning of the program, the Q-reviews
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Figure 3: Technology transfer model for multi-party research.

were somewhat awkward and confusing, but after participating925

in them once or twice, the participants all realized that this is the
event where all the action is. Consequently, to increase band-
width and to participate in as much research as possible, some
companies started to bring in as many people as possible so that
no important development would go unnoticed. In addition, a930

common hope was that reviews would not take place only once
in a quarter but more like sprints in, for example, Scrum, that
is, once a month or every two weeks, as this would help inte-
grate the results into company operations. A counter-argument
for shorter program-specific research sprints is that the same (or935

similar) activities could also be executed at the level of CoP or
research teams that work on the same topic. We also need to re-
member that Cloud Software and N4S were very large consor-
tia where a quarterly Q-review rhythm was considered optimal.
Smaller programs may find other rhythms more suitable.940

Software research is not only technical but also about cul-
ture change. Simply transferring technical artifacts from a re-
search institute to a company to monetize them is not a good
fit to many software engineering research problems. While al-
gorithms, tools, and technologies match well with such an ap-945

proach, software engineering is also about people, process, and
methods, which cannot be studied in isolation in research insti-
tutes. Instead, the industry context is an essential ingredient in
such work to create meaningful research.

Attitude change towards co-creation. Probably the biggest950

defining factor that was mentioned in the interviews was the
attitude change towards co-creation, involving both personnel
working in companies as well as academics. The former truly
appreciated the academic catering of potential results to utilize,
to the extent of feeling like a kid in a candy-store at quarterly955

reviews when results were presented. As for academics, be-
ing able to present meaningful, applicable results to problems
at hand in the industry requires keeping a close eye on industry
needs and creating preliminary results in anticipation of what
could lead to a potential breakthrough with a company. Further-960

more, companies have had to reconsider their whole technology

transfer chain, and it was pointed out that those companies that
introduce business involvement in research in the earliest phase
are the ones to benefit the most. Business cases and the fact that
also companies get funded are also an important mechanism for965

creating commitment to achieve in the attitude change.
Company cooperation and benchmarking via academic part-

ners. A number of companies — particularly SMEs that had
a limited bandwidth to invest in Q-reviews — raised inter-
est in following what other companies are working on via970

academic partners. That way, they could still follow what
results others were producing and potentially later on catch
up by working either directly with them or with academics
who were involved. In addition, larger companies, many of
which were competitors of each other and sometimes reluc-975

tant to work in direct cooperation, would initiate benchmark-
ing over various topics, done by academics, to learn how they
were positioned in comparison to each other (e.g., [56]). That
said, not all inter-company collaboration need be such. In-
stead, the programs have produced results and activities that980

have been executed in collaboration by authors from compa-
nies that are competitors (e.g., [57]). At the same time, data
collected from companies has resulted in numerous high-end
academic forums upon further processing in academia (e.g.,
[58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71]).985

5.2. Threats to Validity

A threat in this study is the bias in answering the interview
questions, especially as each interviewee has played a key role
in the respective company during the execution of the research.
Still, we believe that the answers are as unbiased and honest990

as the interviewees were able to provide. In addition, there is
also the issue of potential misunderstanding between the inter-
viewees and the researchers. We alleviated this problem partly
by member checking [72], that is, by having the interviewees
review the results included in the paper. Another threat origi-995

nates from directly using the data from the interviews as such
without detailed triangulation.
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Table 1: Case companies’ relation to the proposed technology transfer model. Note that only one business case per company is addressed in the table, whereas in
practice, several cases were run in parallel. For further detail, the reader is referred to Section 3.4. above.

Canonizing results to
science

Industry pull for candidate
solutions

Academy pull for feedback
and usage data

Embedding solutions into
industry context

Company A: ”Towards
Continuous
Experimentation”

Publications including
company personnel;
documented best practices
based on results from a
number of companies
working on the same
business case.

Scale up the development
organization; find an
efficient way to quickly
grasp new market needs.

Key to the success was the
close collaboration with the
academic partner, and the
rapid improvement loops
within the company.

Continuous experimentation
culture implemented for
several teams in the
organization.

Company B: ”Introducing
DevOps”

Number of academic
publications that generalize
the results of deploying
DevOps.

Initial investigation of the
DevOps phenomenon;
jointly defined candidate
solutions designed to meet
company needs.

Real-life feedback from
deployments; first-hand
opportunity to witness the
increasing pace of
development cycles.

Candidate solutions were
directly taken into use in the
real industrial environment.

Company C: ”Introducing
Evidence-Based release
planning”

Number of research articles
with company authors; one
company specific doctoral
dissertation.

Create and improve ways of
utilizing data coming from
various sources in company
level decision making, and
leveraging that to create
smaller and faster releases.

Stepwise introduction of
new data collection
facilities, each step
introducing new data, new
experiments, and new
analysis methods.

Systematic, automated data
collection regarding the use
of new and existing features
in place.

Company D: ”Towards
Agile Data Warehousing”

Number of academic
publications where company
authors are involved and that
describe the generalized
solution; one doctoral thesis
from the company
completes, two inspired to
start.

A number of candidate
solutions were created
iteratively in multiple real
client projects. The
academic partners took part
in the real projects with a
scientific viewpoint. The
solutions were taken directly
into use by the clients.

The clients saw the value in
contributing to the research
by offering the access to
their case and data for the
researchers, even if not
directly beneficial to the
project itself.

Agile data warehouse
projects were enabled,
improving methods, tools,
and processes for such
projects using automation.

In addition, the researchers who conducted the interviews
were participants of the program as well, representing the re-
search institutes. This causes potential bias among the re-1000

searchers. Again, this threat was mitigated by allowing the in-
terviewees to review the findings from their case.

The main threats to external validity are the limited number
of interviewees and the possibility that the studied organiza-
tions are not representative in the first place. Therefore, it may1005

be that not all companies share the experiences as such. To mit-
igate this problem, the companies were selected so that they op-
erate in different markets and so that their business cases cover
the entire spectrum of the programs. The results may not be
directly applicable in other companies or research programs as1010

such. However, given the close relationship between the pro-
posed technology transfer model and the fundamental aspects
of how companies develop their products based on research re-
sults, it is very much possible that a similar setup could be suc-
cessfully used in other research programs.1015

6. Conclusions

The role of technology transfer in the field of software engi-
neering is clearly in a state of transition. In contrast to some
other research fields, a lot of research is done inside companies
to foster new business opportunities. At the same time, PPP1020

plays an important role in collaborative research.

Based on the results of the case studies reported in this pa-
per, the collaboration between industry and academia requires
new models for technology transfer that emphasize the role of
co-creation and co-learning instead of following a sequential,1025

well-established path from academic research to products that a
company takes to the market. In fact, to a large extent, learning
is mutual, bi-directional, and very productive; the most recent
estimate that includes data from five enterprises that partici-
pated in the N4S program is that the results have enabled yearly1030

savings of 40 MEUR in these organizations only. We take this
as hard evidence of the benefits of the proposed model. At the
same time, collaboration provides tremendous research oppor-
tunities in the field of empirical software engineering, as com-
panies appear to willingly provide data to researchers if they1035

see that the research serves their interests, too.
To work smoothly in practice, the model needs to allow one

research institute to serve several companies, and vice versa.
The enablers of such an approach include investing sufficient
time to cooperate and a set of research themes that are of in-1040

terest to several research institutes and companies. Finally, the
mindset of research institutes needs to change, as it is too late
to start to consider candidate solutions only when a potential
need arises for it in a company. Instead, there must be a gen-
eral understanding of company needs, including long-term and1045

short-term views, and new trends, solutions, and results that
emerge in the research field.
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Table 2: Comparison of Technology Transfer Models.

Generic models
[14, 15, 55]

Redwine and
Riddle [20]

NASA SEL
[22, 21, 23]

Plfeeger [11] Gorshek et al.
[12]

Proposed model

Domain and focus Generic. Technology. Software
engineering.

Software
engineering.

Software
engineering.

Software
engineering,
software
technology.

Organization Undefined. Undefined. Single party. Two parties,
academy and
industry, distinct
roles.

Academy and
industry
collaboration,
distinct roles.

Scalable
multi-party,
academy and
industry,
multi-party teams.

Mode of operation Technology push,
industry pull,
collaboration.

Technology push. Technology push. Technology push,
industry pull.

Technology push,
Industry pull.

Technology push,
industry pull,
collaboration.

Life cycle 4 phases: basic
research, applied
research,
development,
production &
operation.

6 step technology
maturation.

Various models3,
typically including
training and
experimentation,
development,
pilots, gradual use.

Sequential, 5 key
activities.

Sequential, 7 key
activities.

Iterative with rapid
cycles.

Problem
formulation and
validation

Basic research,
industry needs.

Basic research. Basic research,
industry needs.

Business need;
Technology
creation with
incremental
evaluation and
packaging.

Identification of an
industry problem;
Candidate
solutions built in
academia,
gradually
increasing industry
involvement.

Industry-academia
consortium in
collaboration;
Continuous
feedback through
frequent releases
even to
end-customers.
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Appendix: Interview protocol

In the following, the term work item is used to refer to the
concrete artifacts produced during the research collaboration.1260

A sequence of such artifacts is to be identified as the primary
unit of analysis for a case. The term work item is not meant
to be used in the interview as such, but to be replaced by the
term(s) the interviewee(s) used.

Task 1: Identification of potential work item sequences.1265

Task 1.1. Please identify some (important) work items, such as
problems or solutions or solution candidates, you / your com-
pany worked on in the project.

• For example, posters produced for Q-reviews or Jira items
can be used as a basis for refreshing the memory of the1270

interviewee.

• A set of deliverables from the company may have been
collected beforehand as a starting point and used here as
well.

Task 1.2. Identify each continuation from one work item to an-1275

other (e.g., a solution was created to a problem, an item was
refined, a subproblem was identified and turned to a separate
work item, two work items are a part of a larger whole, etc.).

Task 2: Interview. Select one work item sequence and explain
its life in the project.1280

• From where does the initial problem (behind a solution)
originate?

• Was the academic literature searched and analyzed in the
early stages of the problem formulation?

• Please explain how candidate solutions were searched and1285

created.

• Can you identify different versions or variants of candidate
solutions?

• How was the collaboration with the academic partners in
early / these stages?1290

– What did you do together?

– What was done at the academic partner(s) in relation
to the work item?

• Did you proceed to implement the solution?

– If yes, explain what you did.1295

– If no, why not?

• What did you do to test if the solution is good?

– What was the role of the academic partners in this, if
any?

• What is the status of the solution at the moment?1300

– What led to the current situation?

– Is the solution in real use?

– How would you characterize the value of the solu-
tion?

• What challenges did you encounter during the life (of the1305

work item in the project)?

• How would you explain the main lessons you learned?

• What factors do you think contributed to the success of the
item?

• Are you aware of any academic publications or theses1310

(produced within the project) related to the work item?

• Is there anything you would like to add that was not cov-
ered in the interview?

Task 3: Discussion about technology transfer. Show the
Gorschek et al. model [12] to the interviewee.1315

• How do you see the model in relation to the life just dis-
cussed?

• If you think of your activities in the project more widely,
how do they relate to the model?

• How do you see the model as depicting industry-academia1320

collaboration?

• Based on the project, do you have any ideas about how
to modify the model to better describe an ideal model for
industry-academia collaboration?

• What is the best form for academic collaboration from the1325

perspective of your current position (or the one during the
project if more appropriate) in the company?
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